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Stochastic optimization by message passing
(Dated:)

We propose a general non-rigorous approach to solve large-scale stochastic optimization prob-

lems defined on locally tree-like graphs, and a message passing algorithm that implements it. Our

method does not rely on sampling or linear programming, and it is based instead on the cavity

method of statistical physics. The problems we consider are optimization problems in which some

of the parameters are not known at the time of the optimization, but are extracted at a later time in-

dependently of each other from known distributions. In the case of two-stage stochastic optimization

our method allows to find the configuration that minimizes the expected value of the cost function

over the distribution of the stochastic parameters, while in the general k-stage case we propose an

approximation. As an illustration, we apply this method to stochastic bipartite matching.

Introduction and motivation

• Definition of stochastic optimization problems

• Background on previous work

• Here we... (generic, with references on cavity)

Stochastic optimization problems

Multi-stage stochastic optimization comes in several
flavours, and the method we propose can be applied to
each of the following ones. Let us start by considering a
problem in which we want to minimize the expected value
of the cost function over the distribution of the stochastic
parameters. Formally, the variables x ≡ {x1, . . . , xn}
will be partitioned in k subsets, x = x1 ∪ x2 ∪ · · · ∪ xk,
each one corresponding to a stage of the optimization;
similarly the stochastic parameters t ≡ {t1, · · · , tm} will
be partitioned in subsets, t = t1 ∪ t2 ∪ · · · ∪ tk. At each
stage i = 1, · · · , k the variables xi must be assigned,
and the stochastic parameters ti are then fixed. Once
the variables are assigned, they cannot be modified. The
goal at stage i is to find the partial configuration x∗i which
minimizes the expected value of the cost function E(x, t),
given the previously assigned variables x1, · · · ,xi−1:

x∗i = arg min
xi

ti min
xi+1

ti+1 · · ·min
xk

tkE(x, t). (1)

Alternatively, one might be interested in “robust” opti-
mization, in which the goal is to minimize the maximum
(over t) of the cost function, i.e. to find at each stage i
the partial configuration x̂i such that

x̂i = arg min
xi

max
ti

min
xi+1

max
ti+1

· · · min
xk

max
tk

E(x, t) (2)

given the previously assigned x1, · · · ,xi−1. For prob-
lems in which the objective is to “hedge” against adverse
events within some confidence interval, a finite probabil-
ity (i.e. finite temperature) bias over t can be considered
instead of a maximum.

Another interesting case is the one in which the quan-
tity to be maximised is the probability that the final
configuration will satisfy some property P(x, t) (as in

stochastic satisfiability), i.e. to find at stage i the partial
configuration x̃i such that

x̃i = arg max
xi

ti max
xi+1

ti+1 · · ·max
xk

tk [P(x, t)] . (3)

In the following we shall refer to problems of type
(1), but the method we propose can be applied to prob-
lems of types (2) and (3) as well. Some special val-
ues of k are notable: k = 1 corresponds to the opti-
mization of a stochastic function; k = 2 is the most
studied case, and usually is defined with two sets of
variables and only one set of stochastic parameters as
x∗1 = arg minx1 t minx2 E(x1,x2, t); k = n (i.e. one
variable assigned at each stage) corresponds to online op-
timization in the stochastic (as opposed to adversarial)
setting.

The method we propose consists in performing each
of the minimizations, maximizations and expectations in
the previous equations by means of message passing. If
the cost function is a sum of local terms (more precisely:
if it can be represented by a factor graph which is lo-
cally tree-like), its minimization (or maximisation) can
be performed with Max Sum, which allows to compute
both the value of the minimum cost and the configura-
tion that realizes it. On the other hand, the expectation
value of the cost function over some distribution of the
variables can be computed with Belief Propagation (or
some of its variants). The crucial point of our method is
that in both cases the optimal or expected value of the
cost function can be computed in terms of the messages,
and that it is again a sum of local terms. This allows
to perform also the next minimization or expectation in
the sequence by message passing, by considering the mes-
sages of the previous problem as the variables of a new
one.

More explicitly, for given x1 and t one can com-
pute arg minx2

E(x1,x2, t) with Max Sum, introducing
some messages u that represent the cavity marginals
of the variables x2. The update equations for u will
contain explicitly x1 and t, and are derived as usual.
The optimal cost can be expressed in terms of the mes-
sages u as E1(x1, t,u). Then, it is possible to compute

tE1(x1, t,u) by introducing some messages U that rep-
resent the cavity marginals of the variables u over the
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Multi-stage stochastic optimization comes in several
flavours, and the method we propose can be applied to
each of the following ones. Let us start by considering a
problem in which we want to minimize the expected value
of the cost function over the distribution of the stochastic
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Upper bound by first moment

P(Z ! 1) " E(Z)

 is the set of solutions

2

The Hamming distance between two assignments (!",!# ) is defined by

d!"!# =
N

2
! 1

2

N
!

i=1

"i#i . (2)

(Throughout the paper the term ‘distance’ will always refer to the Hamming distance.) Given a random formula
FK(N, N$), we define a ‘SAT-x-pair’ as a pair of assignments (!",!#) " {!1, 1}2N , which both satisfy F , and which
are at a fixed distance specified by x as follows:

d!"!# " [Nx ! %(N), Nx + %(N)]. (3)

Here x is the proportion of distinct values between the two configurations, which we keep fixed as N and d go to
infinity. The resolution %(N) has to be no less than 1 and sub-extensive: limN!" %(N)/N = 0, but its precise form
is unimportant for our large N analysis. For example we can choose %(N) =

#
N .

Definition 1 A CNF formula is x-satisfiable if it possesses a SAT-x-pair.

Note that for x = 0, x-satisfiability is equivalent to satisfiability.
The clustering property found heuristically in [21, 22] suggests the following: For all K $ K0, there exists $1(K),

$2(K), with $1(K) < $2(K), such that: for all $1(K) < $ < $2(K), there exist x1(K, $) < x2(K, $) < x3(K, $)
such that:

• for all x " [0, x1(K, $)] % [x2(K, $), x3(K, $)], a random formula FK(N, N$) is x-satisfiable w.h.p.

• for all x " [x1(K, $), x2(K, $)] % [x3(K, $), 1], a random formula FK(N, N$) is x-unsatisfiable w.h.p.

Let us give an intuitive interpretation of this conjecture in terms of clusters: the interval [0, x1(K, $)] corresponds to
pairs of SAT-assignments belonging to the same cluster, whereas the interval [x2(K, $), x3(K, $)] corresponds to pairs
of SAT-assignments belonging to di!erent clusters. The interval [x1(K, $), x2(K, $)] corresponds to the inter-cluster
‘gap’. The heuristic analysis suggests that in fact $2(K) = $c(K). Naively, one could also expect $1(K) to coincide
with the critical $d(K) above which statistical physics predicts the existence of a clustered phase. In fact, this is not
necessarily true in general, as further discussed in the conclusion.

This conjecture can be rephrased in a slightly di!erent way, which decomposes it into two steps. The first step is
to state the Satisfiability Threshold Conjecture for pairs: For all K $ 2 and for all x, 0 < x < 1, there exists an
$c(K, x) such that:

• if $ < $c(x), FK(N, N$) is x-satisfiable w.h.p.

• if $ > $c(x), FK(N, N$) is x-unsatisfiable w.h.p.

The second step conjectures that for K large enough, as a function of x, the function $c(K, x) is non monotonic and
has two maxima: a local maximum at a value xM (K) < 1, and a global maximum at x = 0.

In this paper we prove the equivalent of Friedgut’s theorem:

Theorem 2 For each K $ 2 and x, 0 < x < 1, there exists a sequence $N (K, x) such that for all % > 0:

lim
N!"

P(FK(N, N$) is x-satisfiable) =

"

1 if $ = (1 ! %)$N (K, x)
0 if $ = (1 + %)$N (K, x).

(4)

and we obtain two functions, $LB(K, x) and $UB(K, x), such that:

• For $ > $UB(K, x), a random K-CNF FK(N, N$) is x-unsatisfiable w.h.p.

• For $ < $LB(K, x), a random K-CNF FK(N, N$) is x-satisfiable w.h.p.

The two functions $LB(K, x) and $UB(K, x) are lower and upper bounds for $N (K, x) as N tends to infinity.
Numerical computations of these bounds show that $N (K, x) is non monotonic as a function of x for K $ 8, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. This in turn shows that, for K large enough and in some well chosen interval of $ below the
satisfiability threshold, SAT-x-pairs exist for x close to zero and x close to 1

2 , but they do not exist in the intermediate
x region.

In section II we establish rigorous and explicit upper bounds using the first-moment method. The existence of a gap
interval is proven in a certain range of $, and bounds on this interval are found. Section III derives the lower bound,
using a weighted second-moment method, as developed recently in [18, 19]. In section IV we discuss the behavior of
the lower bound for large K using semi-rigorous asymptotics. Section V presents a proof of theorem 2. We discuss
our results in section VI.

Markovʼs inequality (Z non-negative)

Bound for the number of pair of solutions at distance x:
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FIG. 1: Lower and Upper Bounds for !N (K = 8, x). The Upper Bound is obtained by the first moment method. Above
this curve there exists no SAT-x-pair, w.h.p. The Lower Bound is obtained by the second moment method. Below this curve
the probability that there exist a SAT-x-pair is bounded away from 0. For 164.735 < ! < 170.657, these curves confirm the
existence of a clustering phase, illustrated here for ! = 166.1: solid lines represent x-sat regions, and wavy lines x-unsat regions.
The x-sat region near 0 corresponds to SAT-assignments belonging to the same cluster, whereas the x-sat region around 1

2

corresponds to SAT-assignments belonging to di!erent clusters. The x-unsat region around .13 corresponds to the inter-cluster
gap. We recall that the best refined lower and upper bounds for the satisfiability threshold !c(K = 8) from [14, 19] are
respectively 173.253 and 176.596. The cavity prediction is 176.543 [23].

II. UPPER BOUND: THE FIRST MOMENT METHOD

The first moment method relies on Markov’s inequality:

Lemma 1 Let X be a non-negative random variable. Then

P(X ! 1) " E(X) . (5)

We take X to be the number of pairs of SAT-assignments at fixed distance:

Z(x, F ) =
!

!",!#

! (d!"!# # [Nx + "(N), Nx $ "(N)]) ! [#$, #% # S(F )] , (6)

where F = FK(N, N&) is a random K-CNF formula, and S(F ) is the set of SAT-assignments to this formula.
Throughout this paper !(A) is an indicator function, equal to 1 if the statement A is true, equal to 0 otherwise. The
expectation E is over the set of random K-CNF formulas. Since Z(x, F ) ! 1 is equivalent to ‘F is x-satisfiable’, (5)
gives an upper bound for the probability of x-satisfiability.

The expected value of the double sum can be rewritten as:

E(Z) = 2N
!

d![Nx+$(N),Nx"$(N)]#N

"

N

d

#

E [! (#$,#% # S(F ))] . (7)

where #$ and #% are any two assignments with Hamming distance d. We have ! (#$,#% # S(F )) =
$

c ! (#$,#% # S(c)),
where c denotes one of the M clauses. All clauses are drawn independently, so that we have:

E(Z) " (2"(N) + 1)2N max
d![Nx+$(N),Nx"$(N)]#N

%"

N

d

#

(E [! (#$,#% # S(c))])M
&

, (8)

where we have bounded the sum by the maximal term times the number of terms. E [! (#$,#% # S(c))] can easily be
calculated and its value is: 1$21"K +2"K(1$x)K +o(1). Indeed there are only two realizations of the clause among
2K that do not satisfy c unless the two configurations overlap exactly on the domain of c.

Considering the normalized logarithm of this quantity,

F (x, &) = lim
N$%

1

N
lnE(Z) = ln 2 + H2(x) + & ln

'

1 $ 21"K + 2"K(1 $ x)K
(

, (9)

]Z(x)
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Lower bound by weighted second moment

P(Z > 0) !
E(Z)2

E(Z2)

Z > 0 ! existence of pairs of solutions

(Z ! 0) Chebyshev inequality

Z =
!

!",!#

!(d!",!# = xN)W ("#,"$ , F ))
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Das Phasendiagramm (q = 3)

c  =4.69d

EASY!COL HARD!COL UNCOL

E

paramagnetisch glasartig

c  =4.42 c

(Biroli, Monasson, MW 2000; Mulet, Pagnani, MW, Zecchina 2002)

Martin Weigt Statistische Mechanik und kombinatorische Optimierung
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Statistical physics of random CSP in brief

complete proofs for random XORSAT (pspin)

1.                                  Gibbs measure decomposition in clusters, various forms of 
hardness for algorithms

2.                        solution space is well connected, algorithms are effective (t=P(n))

αd < α < αc

α < αd
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!d

!K

!hard

!pack, !unsol, !uncol

!uncol(3) = 2.355 !uncol(4) = 4.45

!d(3) = 2 !K(3) = 2 !hard(3) = 2.315
!d(4) = 4.175 !K(4) = 4.23 !hard(4) = 4.365

Gibbs measure decomposition & geometry of solutions 

Cavity solution for
random K-SAT

values of ! at !d " 3.921 and !c " 4.256.
For ! # !d, the solution is of a paramagnetic
type [all the surveys equal $(u)], a generic
instance is satisfiable, and the solution can be
found even by a simple zero-temperature Me-
tropolis algorithm ( ZTMA) (32). For !d #
! # !c, the space of configurations breaks up
into many states, and there exists a nontrivial
complexity (33). Some of the states have zero
energy; therefore, we are still in the SAT
phase. It can be argued that algorithms like
ZTMA will generically get trapped into the
most numerous states, which have an exten-
sive (proportional to N) energy Eth.

At ! % 4.2 we find analytically Eth "
0.0036N, and we have checked that ZTMA
converges to a similar value of energy. The
fact that eth % Eth/N is small explains the
good performance of smarter algorithms on
instances involving a few thousand variables.
At ! & !c, the system is in its UNSAT phase,
and the lowest possible energy is positive.
The phase diagram is summarized in Fig. 2.
Survey propagation algorithm. We

now consider one given instance (31), that is,
one fixed large graph. We have seen experi-
mentally that in the glassy region ! & !d, the
standard (y % 0) iteration of cavity biases
either ceases to converge or converges to the
trivial paramagnetic solution where all
ua3i % 0. If i is the rth site connected to the
function node a, we introduce a survey
Q a3i

(y) (u) % 'a3i$(u) ( (1 ) 'a3i)$(u ( J a
r)

that is characterized by the single number
'a3i. The survey propagation of Eq. 3 per-
formed with random sequential updating is a
message-passing procedure that defines a dy-
namical process in the space of the KN vari-
ables 'a3i. We have implemented it on large
random instances in the hard part of the SAT
phase, with ! " 4.2 to 4.25, using a suffi-
ciently large value of y (typically y " 4 to 6).
The process is found to converge to a unique
nontrivial solution. We expect that this sur-
vey propagation technique can be of interest
in many problems of statistical inference.

The set of all surveys Q a3i
(y) (u) found after

convergence provides a nontrivial informa-
tion on the structure of the states. From all the
surveys sent onto one site i, we reconstruct
through a reweighted convolution (34) the
probability distribution of local fields on this
site, Pi(H). This is a distribution on integers
[Pi(H) % *r$(H ) r)w i

r]. The total weight
wi

( % *r%1
+ wi

r of Pi(H) on positive integers
gives the fraction of zero-energy states where
si % 1; similarly, the total weight wi

) %
*r%)+

)1 wi
r of Pi(H) on negative integers gives

the fraction of zero-energy states where si %
)1. We have checked numerically, on single
instances with N % 10,000, that these frac-
tions predicted from survey propagation
agree with those obtained by averaging on a
few hundreds of ground states.
A decimation algorithm. This informa-

tion can be exploited to invent new types of
algorithms (31) or to improve existing ones.
We have worked out one such application,
the survey inspired decimation (SID), which
shows promising performance, but other al-
gorithms probably could be found using the
same type of information. Given an instance,
we first compute all the surveys by the survey
propagation algorithm with a sufficiently
large value of y (e.g., y % 6). Then we deduce
the distribution of local fields, and in partic-
ular their weights wi

, on positive and nega-
tive integers. We then fix the variable i with
largest !wi

( ) wi
)
! to the value si %

Sign(wi
( ) wi

)). Satisfied clauses are elim-
inated, and unsatisfied K-clauses involving i
are transformed into K ) 1 clauses, leading to
a new instance with a reduced number of
variables (and of clauses). The surveys can be
propagated again on this new instance (start-
ing from the previous ones) until conver-
gence, and the procedure is iterated. When-
ever a paramagnetic state is found (signaled
by all 'a3i % 1) or at some intermediate
steps, a rapid search process like simulated
annealing at a fixed cooling rate is run.

This SID algorithm has been tested suc-
cessfully on the largest (up to N % 2000)
existing benchmarks (9) of random 3sat

instances in the hard regime. Satisfying
assignments have been found for all bench-
marks. We have applied the SID to much
larger instances, increasing N up to N %
105 at a fixed ! % 4.2. The algorithm is
very efficient: It always finds a SAT con-
figuration, and its apparent complexity
scales like N2, although more systematic
studies with higher statistics will be neces-
sary to establish this behavior. For the very
same large instances, the only existing al-
gorithm able to find solutions, at a consid-
erable computational cost, is a highly opti-
mized version of the walksat algorithm (9,
35).
Conclusions. We have proposed an ana-

lytical method that predicts quantitatively the
phase diagram of the random 3sat problem in
the limit of infinite number of clauses and
opens the way to other types of algorithms. The
existence of an intermediate phase with many
metastable states close to the SAT-UNSAT
transition explains the slowing down of algo-
rithms in this region. We would like to stress
that the solution we propose is typical of a
“one-step replica symmetry-breaking” solution,
as it is called in spin glasses (10). All the
consistency checks of the analytic results lead
us to believe that this solution is exact for the
3sat problem. From the strict mathematical
point of view, the phase diagram we propose
should be considered as a conjecture, as for the
great majority of the theoretical results in sta-
tistical physics. Our computation implies that a
way to provide a fully rigorous proof of the
transition behavior in random Ksat problems
could be based on the study of the decomposi-
tion of the probability measure into states en-
dowed with the clustering property (36). On the
other hand, the predictions of our theory can be
compared with numerical experiments, and our
first such tests have confirmed its validity. On
the basis of the analytical study, our algorithm
looks promising in that it can solve large in-
stances exploring a rather small number of spin
configurations. It will be interesting to explore
its application to other optimization problems.
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Fig. 2. The phase diagram of the
random 3sat problem. Plotted is
e0, the number of violated claus-
es per variable (red), versus the
control parameter !, which is
the number of clauses per vari-
able. The SAT-UNSAT transition
occurs at ! % !c " 4.256. The
green line is eth, the threshold
energy per variable, where local
algorithms get trapped. The blue
line is the complexity * of satis-
fiable states, equal to 1/N times
the logarithm of their number.
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total graph
Pi!a(!i)

{Pj!b(!j)}

Cavity method & Loopy Belief Propagation equations 



Exact  if correlation decay holds
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Multiple clusters of optimal configurations

1) # Clusters: N (e) ! exp(N!(e))

Eqs. for marginals over BP solutions (Survey Propagation)

2) Correlation decay within clusters:

{{P (!)
i

(!i)}i}! ! P[P ]

{P (!)
i

(!i)}i

Main assumptions:
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• Sparse graphs: random K-Satisfiability, Graph Coloring, , 
Reconstruction, Graph Theory, Quantum Spin systems, Source 
Coding, matching, compressed sensing ... rapidly growing list

•  Dense graphs: Inverse Problems (e.g. Ising/Potts), Machine 
Learning, Clustering, …

•  Graphs with topological constraints (Steiner trees, optimal sub-
graphs, ...)

• Stochastic Optimization ...

TSP: Min Total Length & 
Connectivity of the path

networks of constraints

I should quote a lot of people from CS, math and physics !



• building an algorithmic theory of statistical physics algorithms : 
e.g. upper and lower bounds for loopy MP

• coupling MP with other classes of algorithms

• hard random problems: the barrier of frozen variables (e.g. 
packing problems)

 some problems left open

the general mathematical/algorithmic framework is 
highly incomplete



MP  methods can be extremely effective for approximate 
SAMPLING and COUNTING

• e.g. RSB :  MP > MC

• extremely fast approximation techniques

Cost-functions defined through sampling/counting



Eqs. for marginals over BP solutions over the random ensemble

assuming that correlation decay holds for almost all the realizations

{{P (!)
i

(!i)}i}! ! P[P ]

Letʼs now consider an ensemble of CSP with random components
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In same cases there is a pseudo-analytic solution:  
Stochastic Matching

Can be used to compute statistics over minima of a given random function

For k-stage optimization, sampling can just be unfeasible

For complex landscapes SP can  be more efficient than sampling

i) Functional cavity approach, Survey Propagation (SP , Pop. Dyn.) eqs
ii)  sampling (e.g. with MCMC)



• Stochastic optimization
-esample: the case of matching

• Multi-level optimization
-example: inverse dynamics

A cavity / mean-field approach to:



• Step (i):  the optimizer has to decide the value of variable xi and afterwards 
variable ti is picked from Pi(ti)*. 

• Step (n): At the end of the process, all x and t result fixed and the value of       
is computed.

GOAL: minimize the average final value of     

Stochastic optimization: General Problem

* “xi  creates an infrastructure for ti “

Given a cost function                     that depends on n variables                             
and m independent random parameters                                  with distr. Pi(ti)

E(x, t) x ! {x1, . . . , xn}

t ! {t1, · · · , tm}

E

E



Stochastic optimization by message passing
(Dated:)

We propose a general non-rigorous approach to solve large-scale stochastic optimization prob-

lems defined on locally tree-like graphs, and a message passing algorithm that implements it. Our

method does not rely on sampling or linear programming, and it is based instead on the cavity

method of statistical physics. The problems we consider are optimization problems in which some

of the parameters are not known at the time of the optimization, but are extracted at a later time in-

dependently of each other from known distributions. In the case of two-stage stochastic optimization

our method allows to find the configuration that minimizes the expected value of the cost function

over the distribution of the stochastic parameters, while in the general k-stage case we propose an

approximation. As an illustration, we apply this method to stochastic bipartite matching.

Introduction and motivation

• Definition of stochastic optimization problems

• Background on previous work

• Here we... (generic, with references on cavity)

Stochastic optimization problems

Multi-stage stochastic optimization comes in several
flavours, and the method we propose can be applied to
each of the following ones. Let us start by considering a
problem in which we want to minimize the expected value
of the cost function over the distribution of the stochastic
parameters. Formally, the variables x ≡ {x1, . . . , xn}
will be partitioned in k subsets, x = x1 ∪ x2 ∪ · · · ∪ xk,
each one corresponding to a stage of the optimization;
similarly the stochastic parameters t ≡ {t1, · · · , tm} will
be partitioned in subsets, t = t1 ∪ t2 ∪ · · · ∪ tk. At each
stage i = 1, · · · , k the variables xi must be assigned,
and the stochastic parameters ti are then fixed. Once
the variables are assigned, they cannot be modified. The
goal at stage i is to find the partial configuration x∗i which
minimizes the expected value of the cost function E(x, t),
given the previously assigned variables x1, · · · ,xi−1:

x∗i = arg min
xi

ti min
xi+1

ti+1 · · ·min
xk

tkE(x, t). (1)

Alternatively, one might be interested in “robust” opti-
mization, in which the goal is to minimize the maximum
(over t) of the cost function, i.e. to find at each stage i
the partial configuration x̂i such that

x̂i = arg min
xi

max
ti

min
xi+1

max
ti+1

· · · min
xk

max
tk

E(x, t) (2)

given the previously assigned x1, · · · ,xi−1. For prob-
lems in which the objective is to “hedge” against adverse
events within some confidence interval, a finite probabil-
ity (i.e. finite temperature) bias over t can be considered
instead of a maximum.

Another interesting case is the one in which the quan-
tity to be maximised is the probability that the final
configuration will satisfy some property P(x, t) (as in

stochastic satisfiability), i.e. to find at stage i the partial
configuration x̃i such that

x̃i = arg max
xi

ti max
xi+1

ti+1 · · ·max
xk

tk [P(x, t)] . (3)

In the following we shall refer to problems of type
(1), but the method we propose can be applied to prob-
lems of types (2) and (3) as well. Some special val-
ues of k are notable: k = 1 corresponds to the opti-
mization of a stochastic function; k = 2 is the most
studied case, and usually is defined with two sets of
variables and only one set of stochastic parameters as
x∗1 = arg minx1 t minx2 E(x1,x2, t); k = n (i.e. one
variable assigned at each stage) corresponds to online op-
timization in the stochastic (as opposed to adversarial)
setting.

The method we propose consists in performing each
of the minimizations, maximizations and expectations in
the previous equations by means of message passing. If
the cost function is a sum of local terms (more precisely:
if it can be represented by a factor graph which is lo-
cally tree-like), its minimization (or maximisation) can
be performed with Max Sum, which allows to compute
both the value of the minimum cost and the configura-
tion that realizes it. On the other hand, the expectation
value of the cost function over some distribution of the
variables can be computed with Belief Propagation (or
some of its variants). The crucial point of our method is
that in both cases the optimal or expected value of the
cost function can be computed in terms of the messages,
and that it is again a sum of local terms. This allows
to perform also the next minimization or expectation in
the sequence by message passing, by considering the mes-
sages of the previous problem as the variables of a new
one.

More explicitly, for given x1 and t one can com-
pute arg minx2

E(x1,x2, t) with Max Sum, introducing
some messages u that represent the cavity marginals
of the variables x2. The update equations for u will
contain explicitly x1 and t, and are derived as usual.
The optimal cost can be expressed in terms of the mes-
sages u as E1(x1, t,u). Then, it is possible to compute

tE1(x1, t,u) by introducing some messages U that rep-
resent the cavity marginals of the variables u over the
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Stochastic optimization problems

Multi-stage stochastic optimization comes in several
flavours, and the method we propose can be applied to
each of the following ones. Let us start by considering a
problem in which we want to minimize the expected value
of the cost function over the distribution of the stochastic
parameters. Formally, the variables x ≡ {x1, . . . , xn}
will be partitioned in k subsets, x = x1 ∪ x2 ∪ · · · ∪ xk,
each one corresponding to a stage of the optimization;
similarly the stochastic parameters t ≡ {t1, · · · , tm} will
be partitioned in subsets, t = t1 ∪ t2 ∪ · · · ∪ tk. At each
stage i = 1, · · · , k the variables xi must be assigned,
and the stochastic parameters ti are then fixed. Once
the variables are assigned, they cannot be modified. The
goal at stage i is to find the partial configuration x∗i which
minimizes the expected value of the cost function E(x, t),
given the previously assigned variables x1, · · · ,xi−1:

x∗i = arg min
xi

ti min
xi+1

ti+1 · · ·min
xk

tkE(x, t). (1)

Alternatively, one might be interested in “robust” opti-
mization, in which the goal is to minimize the maximum
(over t) of the cost function, i.e. to find at each stage i
the partial configuration x̂i such that

x̂i = arg min
xi

max
ti

min
xi+1

max
ti+1

· · · min
xk

max
tk

E(x, t) (2)

given the previously assigned x1, · · · ,xi−1. For prob-
lems in which the objective is to “hedge” against adverse
events within some confidence interval, a finite probabil-
ity (i.e. finite temperature) bias over t can be considered
instead of a maximum.

Another interesting case is the one in which the quan-
tity to be maximised is the probability that the final
configuration will satisfy some property P(x, t) (as in

stochastic satisfiability), i.e. to find at stage i the partial
configuration x̃i such that

x̃i = arg max
xi

ti max
xi+1

ti+1 · · ·max
xk

tk [P(x, t)] . (3)

In the following we shall refer to problems of type
(1), but the method we propose can be applied to prob-
lems of types (2) and (3) as well. Some special val-
ues of k are notable: k = 1 corresponds to the opti-
mization of a stochastic function; k = 2 is the most
studied case, and usually is defined with two sets of
variables and only one set of stochastic parameters as
x∗1 = arg minx1 t minx2 E(x1,x2, t); k = n (i.e. one
variable assigned at each stage) corresponds to online op-
timization in the stochastic (as opposed to adversarial)
setting.

The method we propose consists in performing each
of the minimizations, maximizations and expectations in
the previous equations by means of message passing. If
the cost function is a sum of local terms (more precisely:
if it can be represented by a factor graph which is lo-
cally tree-like), its minimization (or maximisation) can
be performed with Max Sum, which allows to compute
both the value of the minimum cost and the configura-
tion that realizes it. On the other hand, the expectation
value of the cost function over some distribution of the
variables can be computed with Belief Propagation (or
some of its variants). The crucial point of our method is
that in both cases the optimal or expected value of the
cost function can be computed in terms of the messages,
and that it is again a sum of local terms. This allows
to perform also the next minimization or expectation in
the sequence by message passing, by considering the mes-
sages of the previous problem as the variables of a new
one.

More explicitly, for given x1 and t one can com-
pute arg minx2

E(x1,x2, t) with Max Sum, introducing
some messages u that represent the cavity marginals
of the variables x2. The update equations for u will
contain explicitly x1 and t, and are derived as usual.
The optimal cost can be expressed in terms of the mes-
sages u as E1(x1, t,u). Then, it is possible to compute

tE1(x1, t,u) by introducing some messages U that rep-
resent the cavity marginals of the variables u over the
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Multi-stage stochastic optimization comes in several
flavours, and the method we propose can be applied to
each of the following ones. Let us start by considering a
problem in which we want to minimize the expected value
of the cost function over the distribution of the stochastic
parameters. Formally, the variables x ≡ {x1, . . . , xn}
will be partitioned in k subsets, x = x1 ∪ x2 ∪ · · · ∪ xk,
each one corresponding to a stage of the optimization;
similarly the stochastic parameters t ≡ {t1, · · · , tm} will
be partitioned in subsets, t = t1 ∪ t2 ∪ · · · ∪ tk. At each
stage i = 1, · · · , k the variables xi must be assigned,
and the stochastic parameters ti are then fixed. Once
the variables are assigned, they cannot be modified. The
goal at stage i is to find the partial configuration x∗i which
minimizes the expected value of the cost function E(x, t),
given the previously assigned variables x1, · · · ,xi−1:

x∗i = arg min
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ti min
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tkE(x, t). (1)

Alternatively, one might be interested in “robust” opti-
mization, in which the goal is to minimize the maximum
(over t) of the cost function, i.e. to find at each stage i
the partial configuration x̂i such that
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given the previously assigned x1, · · · ,xi−1. For prob-
lems in which the objective is to “hedge” against adverse
events within some confidence interval, a finite probabil-
ity (i.e. finite temperature) bias over t can be considered
instead of a maximum.

Another interesting case is the one in which the quan-
tity to be maximised is the probability that the final
configuration will satisfy some property P(x, t) (as in

stochastic satisfiability), i.e. to find at stage i the partial
configuration x̃i such that

x̃i = arg max
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ti max
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ti+1 · · ·max
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tk [P(x, t)] . (3)

In the following we shall refer to problems of type
(1), but the method we propose can be applied to prob-
lems of types (2) and (3) as well. Some special val-
ues of k are notable: k = 1 corresponds to the opti-
mization of a stochastic function; k = 2 is the most
studied case, and usually is defined with two sets of
variables and only one set of stochastic parameters as
x∗1 = arg minx1 t minx2 E(x1,x2, t); k = n (i.e. one
variable assigned at each stage) corresponds to online op-
timization in the stochastic (as opposed to adversarial)
setting.

The method we propose consists in performing each
of the minimizations, maximizations and expectations in
the previous equations by means of message passing. If
the cost function is a sum of local terms (more precisely:
if it can be represented by a factor graph which is lo-
cally tree-like), its minimization (or maximisation) can
be performed with Max Sum, which allows to compute
both the value of the minimum cost and the configura-
tion that realizes it. On the other hand, the expectation
value of the cost function over some distribution of the
variables can be computed with Belief Propagation (or
some of its variants). The crucial point of our method is
that in both cases the optimal or expected value of the
cost function can be computed in terms of the messages,
and that it is again a sum of local terms. This allows
to perform also the next minimization or expectation in
the sequence by message passing, by considering the mes-
sages of the previous problem as the variables of a new
one.

More explicitly, for given x1 and t one can com-
pute arg minx2

E(x1,x2, t) with Max Sum, introducing
some messages u that represent the cavity marginals
of the variables x2. The update equations for u will
contain explicitly x1 and t, and are derived as usual.
The optimal cost can be expressed in terms of the mes-
sages u as E1(x1, t,u). Then, it is possible to compute

tE1(x1, t,u) by introducing some messages U that rep-
resent the cavity marginals of the variables u over the
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lems in which the objective is to “hedge” against adverse
events within some confidence interval, a finite probabil-
ity (i.e. finite temperature) bias over t can be considered
instead of a maximum.
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tity to be maximised is the probability that the final
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the variables are assigned, they cannot be modified. The
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given the previously assigned variables x1, · · · ,xi−1:
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lems in which the objective is to “hedge” against adverse
events within some confidence interval, a finite probabil-
ity (i.e. finite temperature) bias over t can be considered
instead of a maximum.

Another interesting case is the one in which the quan-
tity to be maximised is the probability that the final
configuration will satisfy some property P(x, t) (as in
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(1), but the method we propose can be applied to prob-
lems of types (2) and (3) as well. Some special val-
ues of k are notable: k = 1 corresponds to the opti-
mization of a stochastic function; k = 2 is the most
studied case, and usually is defined with two sets of
variables and only one set of stochastic parameters as
x∗1 = arg minx1 t minx2 E(x1,x2, t); k = n (i.e. one
variable assigned at each stage) corresponds to online op-
timization in the stochastic (as opposed to adversarial)
setting.

The method we propose consists in performing each
of the minimizations, maximizations and expectations in
the previous equations by means of message passing. If
the cost function is a sum of local terms (more precisely:
if it can be represented by a factor graph which is lo-
cally tree-like), its minimization (or maximisation) can
be performed with Max Sum, which allows to compute
both the value of the minimum cost and the configura-
tion that realizes it. On the other hand, the expectation
value of the cost function over some distribution of the
variables can be computed with Belief Propagation (or
some of its variants). The crucial point of our method is
that in both cases the optimal or expected value of the
cost function can be computed in terms of the messages,
and that it is again a sum of local terms. This allows
to perform also the next minimization or expectation in
the sequence by message passing, by considering the mes-
sages of the previous problem as the variables of a new
one.

More explicitly, for given x1 and t one can com-
pute arg minx2

E(x1,x2, t) with Max Sum, introducing
some messages u that represent the cavity marginals
of the variables x2. The update equations for u will
contain explicitly x1 and t, and are derived as usual.
The optimal cost can be expressed in terms of the mes-
sages u as E1(x1, t,u). Then, it is possible to compute

tE1(x1, t,u) by introducing some messages U that rep-
resent the cavity marginals of the variables u over the
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�

l∈L2(t2)

max
r

hlr −
�

r

max
l∈L2(t2)

ulr + 2

�

(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:

Ulr = [tl = 1]

�
−max

�
−1, max

r� �=r
hlr

�
= 1

���� tl = 1

�
= pl

�

r� �=r

(1−Hlr�) (6)

Hlr =

�

l� �=l

(1− Ul�r) (7)

The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed
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consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm
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The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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lems defined on locally tree-like graphs, and a message passing algorithm that implements it. Our

method does not rely on sampling or linear programming, and it is based instead on the cavity

method of statistical physics. The problems we consider are optimization problems in which some

of the parameters are not known at the time of the optimization, but are extracted at a later time in-

dependently of each other from known distributions. In the case of two-stage stochastic optimization

our method allows to find the configuration that minimizes the expected value of the cost function

over the distribution of the stochastic parameters, while in the general k-stage case we propose an

approximation. As an illustration, we apply this method to stochastic bipartite matching.
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• Here we... (generic, with references on cavity)

Stochastic optimization problems

Multi-stage stochastic optimization comes in several
flavours, and the method we propose can be applied to
each of the following ones. Let us start by considering a
problem in which we want to minimize the expected value
of the cost function over the distribution of the stochastic
parameters. Formally, the variables x ≡ {x1, . . . , xn}
will be partitioned in k subsets, x = x1 ∪ x2 ∪ · · · ∪ xk,
each one corresponding to a stage of the optimization;
similarly the stochastic parameters t ≡ {t1, · · · , tm} will
be partitioned in subsets, t = t1 ∪ t2 ∪ · · · ∪ tk. At each
stage i = 1, · · · , k the variables xi must be assigned,
and the stochastic parameters ti are then fixed. Once
the variables are assigned, they cannot be modified. The
goal at stage i is to find the partial configuration x∗i which
minimizes the expected value of the cost function E(x, t),
given the previously assigned variables x1, · · · ,xi−1:

x∗i = arg min
xi

ti min
xi+1

ti+1 · · ·min
xk

tkE(x, t). (1)

Alternatively, one might be interested in “robust” opti-
mization, in which the goal is to minimize the maximum
(over t) of the cost function, i.e. to find at each stage i
the partial configuration x̂i such that

x̂i = arg min
xi

max
ti

min
xi+1

max
ti+1

· · · min
xk

max
tk

E(x, t) (2)

given the previously assigned x1, · · · ,xi−1. For prob-
lems in which the objective is to “hedge” against adverse
events within some confidence interval, a finite probabil-
ity (i.e. finite temperature) bias over t can be considered
instead of a maximum.

Another interesting case is the one in which the quan-
tity to be maximised is the probability that the final
configuration will satisfy some property P(x, t) (as in

stochastic satisfiability), i.e. to find at stage i the partial
configuration x̃i such that

x̃i = arg max
xi

ti max
xi+1

ti+1 · · ·max
xk

tk [P(x, t)] . (3)

In the following we shall refer to problems of type
(1), but the method we propose can be applied to prob-
lems of types (2) and (3) as well. Some special val-
ues of k are notable: k = 1 corresponds to the opti-
mization of a stochastic function; k = 2 is the most
studied case, and usually is defined with two sets of
variables and only one set of stochastic parameters as
x∗1 = arg minx1 t minx2 E(x1,x2, t); k = n (i.e. one
variable assigned at each stage) corresponds to online op-
timization in the stochastic (as opposed to adversarial)
setting.

The method we propose consists in performing each
of the minimizations, maximizations and expectations in
the previous equations by means of message passing. If
the cost function is a sum of local terms (more precisely:
if it can be represented by a factor graph which is lo-
cally tree-like), its minimization (or maximisation) can
be performed with Max Sum, which allows to compute
both the value of the minimum cost and the configura-
tion that realizes it. On the other hand, the expectation
value of the cost function over some distribution of the
variables can be computed with Belief Propagation (or
some of its variants). The crucial point of our method is
that in both cases the optimal or expected value of the
cost function can be computed in terms of the messages,
and that it is again a sum of local terms. This allows
to perform also the next minimization or expectation in
the sequence by message passing, by considering the mes-
sages of the previous problem as the variables of a new
one.

More explicitly, for given x1 and t one can com-
pute arg minx2

E(x1,x2, t) with Max Sum, introducing
some messages u that represent the cavity marginals
of the variables x2. The update equations for u will
contain explicitly x1 and t, and are derived as usual.
The optimal cost can be expressed in terms of the mes-
sages u as E1(x1, t,u). Then, it is possible to compute

tE1(x1, t,u) by introducing some messages U that rep-
resent the cavity marginals of the variables u over the
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�

l∈L2(t2)

max
r

hlr −
�

r

max
l∈L2(t2)

ulr + 2

�

(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:

Ulr = [tl = 1]

�
−max

�
−1, max

r� �=r
hlr

�
= 1

���� tl = 1

�
= pl

�

r� �=r

(1−Hlr�) (6)

Hlr =

�

l� �=l

(1− Ul�r) (7)

The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-
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modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
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r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
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In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is
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x∗1 ≡ arg min
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x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each
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fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-
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where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm
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over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical
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by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]
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pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.
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problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-
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in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k
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modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at
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consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm
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to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
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t2 min
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E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-
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where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]
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in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.
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where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-
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where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:
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it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-
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and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-
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is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the
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eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in
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l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
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In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
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t2 min
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where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each
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where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:
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The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
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r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the
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r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
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eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in
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admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-
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where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:
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(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
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r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-
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where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]
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is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.
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ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-
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The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�

l∈L2(t2)

max
r

hlr −
�

r

max
l∈L2(t2)

ulr + 2
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(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:

Ulr = [tl = 1]
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The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�

l∈L2(t2)

max
r

hlr −
�

r

max
l∈L2(t2)

ulr + 2

�

(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:

Ulr = [tl = 1]
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−max
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−1, max
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= 1
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(1−Hlr�) (6)

Hlr =
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(1− Ul�r) (7)

The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�

l∈L2(t2)

max
r

hlr −
�

r

max
l∈L2(t2)

ulr + 2

�

(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:

Ulr = [tl = 1]

�
−max

�
−1, max

r� �=r
hlr

�
= 1

���� tl = 1
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(1−Hlr�) (6)

Hlr =
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(1− Ul�r) (7)

The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�

l∈L2(t2)

max
r

hlr −
�

r

max
l∈L2(t2)

ulr + 2

�

(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:

Ulr = [tl = 1]
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−max
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Hlr =
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The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
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E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�

l∈L2(t2)

max
r

hlr −
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r

max
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ulr + 2
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(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:

Ulr = [tl = 1]
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−max
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−1, max
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The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�

l∈L2(t2)

max
r

hlr −
�

r
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ulr + 2
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(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:
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(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
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r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-
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of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-
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to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]
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where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:
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(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
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pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-
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where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:
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(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
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r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent
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is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at
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ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E
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to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities
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message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm
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pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can
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imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at
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2

distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:
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�
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where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:
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The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
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r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
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r [
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l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
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E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
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max
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where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:
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−max
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The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
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E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�
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max
r

hlr −
�

r
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ulr + 2

�

(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:

Ulr = [tl = 1]

�
−max

�
−1, max

r� �=r
hlr

�
= 1

���� tl = 1

�
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�
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(1−Hlr�) (6)

Hlr =

�

l� �=l

(1− Ul�r) (7)

The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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the vertex is present and if there is at least one incoming value of hlr equal to +1, which happens with probability

pl [1−
�

r(1−Hlr)]. The average of the contribution is then pl [2
�

r(1−Hlr)− 1]. The average value of all remaining

terms is computed similarly, giving

E
∗
(x1) ≡ t2E

∗
(x1, t2) =

�

l

pl

�
2

�

r

(1−Hlr)− 1

�
+

�

r

�
2

�

l

(1− Ulr)− 1

�
+ 2

�

(lr)

HlrUlr (8)

where the term �(x1) is included and represented with the convention Ulr ≡ Hlr ≡ xlr ∀l ∈ L1.

Again, we can minimize this energy considering the messages Ulr and Hlr as variables of a new problem and solve

it with Max Sum, introducing the cavity probabilities Ulr(U) ≡ [Ulr = U ] (propagating from left to right) and

Hlr(H) ≡ [Hlr = H] (from right to left). Notice that we will have Ulr ∈ {0, 1} satisfying the matching constraints�
r Ulr ≤ 1 if l ∈ L1 (i.e. for x1 variables), and Ulr ∈ [0, 1] satisfying the SP update equations (6) if l ∈ L2,

and similarly for Hlr. The continuous distributions over messages associated to x2 variables can be discretized for

numerical purposes. The update equations for the messages Ulr and Hlr are the following:

Ulr(Ulr) = max
(10)



−2(1− Ulr)

�

r� �=r

(1−Hlr�) + 1− 2Ulr +

�

r� �=r

Hlr�(Hlr�)



 , (∀l ∈ L1) (9)

{Hlr� ∈ {0, 1}, r
� �= r} such that Ulr +

�

r� �=r

Hlr� ≤ 1 (10)

Hlr(Hlr) = max
(12, 13)



−2(1−Hlr)

�

l� �=l

(1− Ul�r) + 1− 2Hlr +

�

l� �=l

Ul�r(Ul�r)



 , (∀l ∈ L1) (11)

{Ul�r ∈ {0, 1}, l
� ∈ L1, l

� �= l} such that Hlr +

�

l�∈L1, l� �=l

Ul�r ≤ 1 (12)

{Ul��r ∈ [0, 1], l
�� ∈ L2} (13)

Ulr(Ulr) = max
(15)



−2Ulr + pl +

�

r� �=r

Hlr�(Hlr�)



 (∀l ∈ L2) (14)

{Hlr� ∈ [0, 1], r
� �= r} such that Ulr = pl

�

r� �=r

(1−Hlr�) (15)

Hlr(Hlr) = max
(12, 17)



−2Hlr + 1 +

�

l� �=l

Ul�r(Ul�r)



 (∀l ∈ L2) (16)

{Ul��r ∈ [0, 1], l
�� ∈ L2} such that Hlr =

�

l�∈L1, l� �=l

(1− Ul�r)

�

l��∈L2

(1− Ul��r) (17)

where the notation max(·) means “maximum over the do-

main defined by equation (·)”. These maximizations can

be performed efficiently by exploiting their associativity.

These equations can be solved by iteration starting

with uniform initial conditions, and convergence can be

improved with reinforcement and friction terms [4]. At

the fixed point, the values of Ulr and Hlr provide the op-

timal values of x1 by setting xlr = 1 iif [Ulr(1)−Ulr(0)]+

[Hlr(1)−Hlr(0)]+2 > 0. Once x1 has been assigned and

t2 has been extracted it is easy to perform the minimiza-

tion over x2.

Figure X shows some results obtained with this algo-

rithm on X XXX random instances of stochastic bipar-

tite matching with |L1| = 1000, |L2| = 2000, |R| = 2000

and with pl extracted uniformly at random in [0, 1] for

each l ∈ L2 (so that the average number of left vertices

that must be matched equals the number of right ver-

tices) and with variable average connectivities. It takes

less than ten seconds to solve one such instance on an av-

erage laptop. For comparison we also compute for each

instance the average energy of a greedy solution (which

assigns x1 as if the vertices in L2 where not present, and

then assigns x2) and the average offline optimal energy

t minx E(x, t). [To be completed]

We now turn to the general case k > 2. In prin-

ciple, the approach described above could be iterated,

adding layer after layer of message passing, but this is

impractical. We will therefore resort to an approxima-

{

{

2

distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�

l∈L2(t2)

max
r

hlr −
�

r

max
l∈L2(t2)

ulr + 2

�

(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:

Ulr = [tl = 1]

�
−max

�
−1, max

r� �=r
hlr

�
= 1

���� tl = 1

�
= pl

�

r� �=r

(1−Hlr�) (6)

Hlr =

�

l� �=l

(1− Ul�r) (7)

The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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the vertex is present and if there is at least one incoming value of hlr equal to +1, which happens with probability

pl [1−
�

r(1−Hlr)]. The average of the contribution is then pl [2
�

r(1−Hlr)− 1]. The average value of all remaining

terms is computed similarly, giving

E
∗
(x1) ≡ t2E

∗
(x1, t2) =

�

l

pl

�
2

�

r

(1−Hlr)− 1

�
+

�

r

�
2

�

l

(1− Ulr)− 1

�
+ 2

�

(lr)

HlrUlr (8)

where the term �(x1) is included and represented with the convention Ulr ≡ Hlr ≡ xlr ∀l ∈ L1.

Again, we can minimize this energy considering the messages Ulr and Hlr as variables of a new problem and solve

it with Max Sum, introducing the cavity probabilities Ulr(U) ≡ [Ulr = U ] (propagating from left to right) and

Hlr(H) ≡ [Hlr = H] (from right to left). Notice that we will have Ulr ∈ {0, 1} satisfying the matching constraints�
r Ulr ≤ 1 if l ∈ L1 (i.e. for x1 variables), and Ulr ∈ [0, 1] satisfying the SP update equations (6) if l ∈ L2,

and similarly for Hlr. The continuous distributions over messages associated to x2 variables can be discretized for

numerical purposes. The update equations for the messages Ulr and Hlr are the following:
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where the notation max(·) means “maximum over the do-

main defined by equation (·)”. These maximizations can

be performed efficiently by exploiting their associativity.

These equations can be solved by iteration starting

with uniform initial conditions, and convergence can be

improved with reinforcement and friction terms [4]. At

the fixed point, the values of Ulr and Hlr provide the op-

timal values of x1 by setting xlr = 1 iif [Ulr(1)−Ulr(0)]+

[Hlr(1)−Hlr(0)]+2 > 0. Once x1 has been assigned and

t2 has been extracted it is easy to perform the minimiza-

tion over x2.

Figure X shows some results obtained with this algo-

rithm on X XXX random instances of stochastic bipar-

tite matching with |L1| = 1000, |L2| = 2000, |R| = 2000

and with pl extracted uniformly at random in [0, 1] for

each l ∈ L2 (so that the average number of left vertices

that must be matched equals the number of right ver-

tices) and with variable average connectivities. It takes

less than ten seconds to solve one such instance on an av-

erage laptop. For comparison we also compute for each

instance the average energy of a greedy solution (which

assigns x1 as if the vertices in L2 where not present, and

then assigns x2) and the average offline optimal energy

t minx E(x, t). [To be completed]

We now turn to the general case k > 2. In prin-

ciple, the approach described above could be iterated,

adding layer after layer of message passing, but this is

impractical. We will therefore resort to an approxima-

3
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instance the average energy of a greedy solution (which
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We now turn to the general case k > 2. In prin-

ciple, the approach described above could be iterated,

adding layer after layer of message passing, but this is

impractical. We will therefore resort to an approxima-

2

distribution of t. The update equations for U will de-

pend explicitly on x1. The expected value of E1 can

be expressed in terms of x1 and U as E2(x1,U), and

it will be a sum of local terms in these variables. We

can now minimize E2 over x1 by introducing some mes-

sages that represent the cavity marginals of both x1

and U variables. Both the otpimum cost E3 and the cor-

responding partial configuration x∗1 can be expressed in

terms of , and E3 will be again a sum of local terms

in . If this expression still contained some variables xi

and some stochastic parameters tj , the procedure could

be carried on to compute optimizations and expectations

over them. Notice however that as the number of steps in

this procedure increases, the messages to be considered

become more and more complex, limiting it in practical

applications.

Application to stochastic matching

We shall now apply the general method described in

the previous section to the stochastic bipartite matching

problem, defined as follows. An instance of the prob-

lem is specified by: 1) a bipartite graph G = (L,R, E)

in which the set of left-hand vertices is partitioned in k

subsets, L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk; and 2) a set of independent

probabilities {pl ∈]0, 1], ∀l ∈ L}. We shall assume that

pl = 1 ∀l ∈ L1. At each stage i = 1, · · · , k a subset

of vertices Li ⊂ Li is extracted such that each l ∈ Li

is present in Li with probability pl, and the vertices in

Li must be matched. This partial matching cannot be

modified in the following stages. The objective is to min-

imize the number of vertices that remain unmatched at

the end.

A configuration of the problem can be described associ-

ating a binary variable xlr ∈ {0, 1} to each edge (lr) ∈ E

where xlr = 1 means that l is matched to r. A con-

figuration x ≡ {xlr, ∀(lr) ∈ E} is a matching iif the

following constraints are satisfied:
�

r xlr ≤ 1 ∀l and�
l xlr ≤ 1 ∀r. We also introduce the stochastic param-

eters tl ∈ {0, 1} where tl = 1 means that l is present in

Li, and the associated constraints xlr ≤ tl ∀(lr) ∈ E.

The “energy” of a configuration x for some given t
is the number of unmatched vertices, i.e. E(x, t) =�

l [(tl = 1) ∧ (
�

r xlr = 0)] +
�

r [
�

l xlr = 0].

In the two-stage case, the goal of the optimization is

to find a partial matching

x∗1 ≡ arg min
x1

t2 min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) (4)

where xi ≡ {xlr : l ∈ Li}, ti ≡ {tl : l ∈ Li}. For a

given partial configuration (x1, t2) the optimum value of

x2 can be found with Max Sum [1] by associating to each

variable xlr two messages ulr (going from left vertices to

right vertices) and hlr (going from right to left) satis-

fying the equations ulr = −max [−1, maxr� �=r hlr� ] and

hlr = −max [−1, maxl� �=l ul�r]. The solution to these

equations is discussed in [1], where it is shown that they

admit several solutions and that (at least for average con-

nectivity c < e) the correct one has support on {−1, 1}.
The value of the minimum energy is easily computed from

the messages as the β →∞ limit of (21) from [1]:

E∗(x1, t2) ≡ min
x2

E(x1,x2, t2) = �(x1)−
�

l∈L2(t2)

max
r

hlr −
�

r

max
l∈L2(t2)

ulr + 2

�

(lr):l∈L2(t2)

[hlr + ulr = 2] (5)

where �(x1) represents the energy contribution of the vertices in L1 and is constant with respect to x2, and therefore

to ulr and hlr. This expression is a sum of local terms with respect to the variables ulr and hlr, and it can be computed

by message passing, with a procedure similar to the Survey Propagation algorithm [3]. Normally, we would need to

consider the couple (ulr, hlr) as a single joint variable, and construct messages representing the cavity probabilities

for these joint variables, going from left to right as well as from right to left. However, as discussed in [2], the

message passing procedure over variables that are themselves messages of an underlying message passing algorithm

can be simplified: we only need to introduce Ulr ≡ [ulr = 1] propagating from left to right, and Hlr ≡ [hlr = 1]

propagating from right to left. The equations for Ulr and Hlr are obtained from those for ulr and hlr as follows:

Ulr = [tl = 1]

�
−max

�
−1, max

r� �=r
hlr
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= 1

���� tl = 1

�
= pl
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r� �=r

(1−Hlr�) (6)

Hlr =

�

l� �=l

(1− Ul�r) (7)

The average minimum energy is then computed from (5) by averaging over [ulr = 1] (which is Ulr) and [hlr = 1]

(which is Hlr). For example, the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is present and if all the

incoming values of hlr are −1, which happens with probability pl
�

r(1 − Hlr); the same contribution will be −1 if
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the vertex is present and if there is at least one incoming value of hlr equal to +1, which happens with probability

pl [1−
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r(1−Hlr)]. The average of the contribution is then pl [2
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r(1−Hlr)− 1]. The average value of all remaining

terms is computed similarly, giving
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where the term �(x1) is included and represented with the convention Ulr ≡ Hlr ≡ xlr ∀l ∈ L1.

Again, we can minimize this energy considering the messages Ulr and Hlr as variables of a new problem and solve

it with Max Sum, introducing the cavity probabilities Ulr(U) ≡ [Ulr = U ] (propagating from left to right) and

Hlr(H) ≡ [Hlr = H] (from right to left). Notice that we will have Ulr ∈ {0, 1} satisfying the matching constraints�
r Ulr ≤ 1 if l ∈ L1 (i.e. for x1 variables), and Ulr ∈ [0, 1] satisfying the SP update equations (6) if l ∈ L2,

and similarly for Hlr. The continuous distributions over messages associated to x2 variables can be discretized for

numerical purposes. The update equations for the messages Ulr and Hlr are the following:
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where the notation max(·) means “maximum over the do-

main defined by equation (·)”. These maximizations can

be performed efficiently by exploiting their associativity.

These equations can be solved by iteration starting

with uniform initial conditions, and convergence can be

improved with reinforcement and friction terms [4]. At

the fixed point, the values of Ulr and Hlr provide the op-

timal values of x1 by setting xlr = 1 iif [Ulr(1)−Ulr(0)]+

[Hlr(1)−Hlr(0)]+2 > 0. Once x1 has been assigned and

t2 has been extracted it is easy to perform the minimiza-

tion over x2.

Figure X shows some results obtained with this algo-

rithm on X XXX random instances of stochastic bipar-

tite matching with |L1| = 1000, |L2| = 2000, |R| = 2000

and with pl extracted uniformly at random in [0, 1] for

each l ∈ L2 (so that the average number of left vertices

that must be matched equals the number of right ver-

tices) and with variable average connectivities. It takes

less than ten seconds to solve one such instance on an av-

erage laptop. For comparison we also compute for each

instance the average energy of a greedy solution (which

assigns x1 as if the vertices in L2 where not present, and

then assigns x2) and the average offline optimal energy

t minx E(x, t). [To be completed]
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timal values of x1 by setting xlr = 1 iif [Ulr(1)−Ulr(0)]+

[Hlr(1)−Hlr(0)]+2 > 0. Once x1 has been assigned and

t2 has been extracted it is easy to perform the minimiza-
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Figure X shows some results obtained with this algo-
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and with pl extracted uniformly at random in [0, 1] for
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that must be matched equals the number of right ver-
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less than ten seconds to solve one such instance on an av-

erage laptop. For comparison we also compute for each

instance the average energy of a greedy solution (which

assigns x1 as if the vertices in L2 where not present, and

then assigns x2) and the average offline optimal energy

t minx E(x, t). [To be completed]

We now turn to the general case k > 2. In prin-

ciple, the approach described above could be iterated,
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impractical. We will therefore resort to an approxima-
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where the term �(x1) is included and represented with the convention Ulr ≡ Hlr ≡ xlr ∀l ∈ L1.
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At the fxp:

(system of coupled functional local equations)



3

and the MS update equations, and where t are subject

to external fields that force them to take the marginal

p(t) =
�

l2∈L2
[tl2 = 1] =

�
l2∈L2

pl2 .

We introduce the probabilities Ulr = t[ulr = 1] prop-

agating from left to right, and Hlr = t[hlr = 1] propa-

gating from right to left. The SP-like equations for Ulr

and Hlr are:

Ulr = pl

�

r� �=r

(1−Hlr�) , Hlr =

�

l� �=l

(1− Ul�r) (3)

Equations (3) can be derived by observing that

Ulr = [tl = 1] [−max (−1, maxr� �=r hlr) = 1| tl = 1],

and similarly for Hlr.

The average minimum energy is then computed by

averaging (2) over t using Ulr = t[ulr = 1], and

Hlr = t[hlr = 1]:
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+
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HlrUlr (4)

where the term E1(x1) is included and represented with

the convention Ulr ≡ Hlr ≡ xlr ∀l ∈ L1. For example,

the contribution from a vertex l ∈ L2 is +1 if the vertex is

present and if all the incoming values of hlr are −1, which

happens with probability pl
�

r(1−Hlr); the same contri-

bution will be −1 if the vertex is present and if there is at

least one incoming value of hlr equal to +1, which hap-

pens with probability pl [1−
�

r(1−Hlr)]. The average

of the contribution is then pl [2
�

r(1−Hlr)− 1]. The

average of all remaining terms is computed similarly.

Notice that the “naive” application of BP to the prob-

lem defined over the variables x1, h, u and t (subject

to the appropriate external fields), in which one would

consider the pairs (hlr, ulr) as single joint variables, with

cavity probabilities l→r[(hlr, ulr)] and r→l[(hlr, ulr)],

would lead to the wrong result for c > e. In fact, when

the number of fixed points of the MS equations depends

on t, the naive procedure would give to each of them a

weight proportional to p(t) while the correct weight is

p(t)/nt, where nt is the number of fixed points corre-

sponding to a given t and p(t) is its probability. This is
achieved with the SP procedure we introduced.

Minimizing relative to x1. We can then proceed to

minimize this energy, using again MS. We consider the

messages Ulr and Hlr as variables of a new problem and

introduce the cavity messages Ulr(U) = log [Ulr = U ]

propagating from left to right and Hlr(H) = log [Hlr =

H] from right to left. Notice that if l ∈ L1, we will have

Ulr = xlr ∈ {0, 1} satisfying the matching constraints�
r Ulr ≤ 1, while if l ∈ L2 we will have Ulr ∈ [0, 1] satis-

fying the SP update equations (3), and similarly for Hlr.

The continuous distributions over messages associated to

x2 variables can be discretized for numerical purposes.
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FIG. 1. Average energy density vs. average connectivity of L
nodes. The three lines correspond (from top to bottom) to a
greedy algorithm (assign x1 as if t = 0), to a “smart” greedy
algorithm (find the maximum-weight matching on the full in-
stance with weights on the nodes equal to their probability
to be available and assign x1 accordingly), to the SP-derived
algorithm (with h and u with support on {−1, 1}), and to the
offline lower bound of the optimum (with prior knowledge of
t). The vertical line is at c = e. Each point is an average
of 50 to 100 instances, with error bars smaller than the point
sizes. The instances have |L1| = 1000 and |L2| = |R| = 2000,
with pl distributed uniformly in ]0, 1].

The update equations for the messages Ulr

and Hlr are obtained as usual for MS, i.e.

Ulr(Ulr) = max

�
−Elr(Ulr, Hlr�) +

�
r� �=r Hlr�(Hlr�)

�
,

where Elr(Ulr, Hlr�) is the sum of the terms in (4)

containing Ulr, and where the maximisation is over

the values of the incoming messages {Hlr� : r
� �= r}

subject to the appropriate constraints; the update of

Hlr(Hlr) is obtained similarly. We don’t report these

equations for brevity. All these maximizations can be

performed efficiently by exploiting their associativity. In

order to improve the convergence of the algorithm we

also introduce a reinforcement term for the messages

associated to edges (l1r) with l1 ∈ L1 [18, 19].

These equations can be solved by iteration starting

with uniform initial conditions. These are the only mes-

sage passing equations that need to be solved numeri-

cally. At the fixed point, the values of Ulr and Hlr pro-

vide the optimal values of x1 by setting xlr = 1 if and

only if [Ulr(1)−Ulr(0)]+ [Hlr(1)−Hlr(0)]+2 > 0. Once

x1 has been assigned and the realization of t has been

extracted it is easy to perform the minimization over x2.

Numerical results and comparison with other meth-
ods. Figure 1 shows some results obtained with the SP-

derived algorithm in the case where h and u have sup-

port on {−1, 1}. The case where h and u have support

on {−1, 0, 1} gives results that are very close to these.

In order to give quantitative evidence of the potential-
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 Multi-level optimization

The definition of the optimization problem includes the solution of  another 
underlying optimization problem.

1) use MP to evaluate an approximate probability measure over the set of solutions of 
the underlying problem

2) combined optimization of the final cost function over the variables and the MP 
measure (messages)

(similar scheme with different MF approximations)

Stochastic 
variables

solutions to an underlying 
problem



The  average price of Anarchy

1) stochasticity --> distribution over pure Nash equilibria

2) optimize the “average” (over pure Nash) social utility

Braess paradox

Boston



Problem: Given an irreversible dynamical process over a graph, find a 
minimum set of sites to be activated at time t=0 such that a given final 

state is reached at time T

Inverse deterministic dynamics for irreversible processes

Multi-level nature

level 1  the underlying optimization problem is the direct dynamics: Satisfy the local 
dynamical constraints and minimize the number of active nodes (to avoid self-
sustained loops)

level 2 among solutions to the direct problem find those of minimum size at t=0, with 
given property at time t=T.



Activating extreme trajectories 
(e.g. in Bootstrap Percolation)
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Setup: deterministic dynamics in graphs

� Graph of connections G = (V ,E), ∂i =
�
j : (i, j) ∈ E

�

� Instantaneous state of the system at time t given by xt
i for i ∈ V

� Deterministic rule xt+1

i = F
��

xt
∂i

�
,params ...

�

Les Houches, Feb 2012
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Direct and Inverse problems

� Direct problems:

� Given a distribution of initial states P
�
x0

�
, compute observables in

time, asymptotics, etc.

� Inverse problems

� Fix conditions on some t > 0 and infer something about t = 0, e.g:

� Characterize the distribution on the initial state P
�
x0
�

given evidence

on the final state P (x∞)

� Find parameters that drive the system to desired states, possibly fast!

� Main idea: describe trajectories by a “static” model

� In practice, both are very difficult! Stems from the fact that even

distribution of single-site trajectories are exponential objects.
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The model

� Interactions are between a site i and its neighbors

�
tj
�
j∈∂i

� Beware of double interactions (Ψi ,Ψj share both ti and tj)

� Standard trick: refactor with the dual factor graph

� variables

�
t (ij)i , t

(ij)
j

�
per edge (ij) (we may keep also single site vars

ti)

� interaction potential Qi involving variables in all edges of i:

Qi
�
ti ,
��

t (ik)i , t (ik)k

��
k∈∂i

�
= δ

�
ti , f
��

t (ik)k

����

k∈∂i

δ
�
t (ik)i , ti

�

φi (ti) = e−µiδ(ti ,0)−�iδ(ti ,∞)

P (t) ∝
�

i

Qi (ti)
�

i

φi (ti)
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An irreversible process

� We will focus on a simple irreversible process called

Bootstrap problem

xt+1

i = max


xt

i ,



�

j∈∂i
wjixt

j ≥ θi





, t ≥ 0

� We assume θi ,wij ∈N0,xt
i ∈ {0,1}

� Non-decreasing xi =⇒ compact trajectory parametrization:

� xi = (0, . . . ,0,1, . . . )−→ti = min

�
t : xt

i = 1

�
“activation time”

� {0,1}T −→ {0,1, . . . ,T − 1,∞}
� 2T−→T + 1
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Local Constraints

� seeds: i such that x0

i = 1, i.e. ti = 0.

� Dynamical rule non-seeds
ti = min

�
t :
�

j∈∂i wji
�
tj < t

�
≥ θi
�
= f
��

tj
��

� Note that

�
ti = f

��
tj
���

=��
j∈∂i wji

�
tj < t

�
≥ θi
� ��

j∈∂i wji
�
tj < t − 1

�
< θi
�

� Local constraint Ψi (ti) = [ti = 0] +
�
ti = f

��
tj
���
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Related problems

For small T or θ, this is known as the problem of domination:

� θ = 1, T arbitrary: T -domination.

� T = 2, θ arbitrary: θ−tuple set domination (θ=1 dominating set)

� Their optimization version is NP-Hard

� Some optima can be proven in lattices, approximation

algorithms, etc.
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The model

� Interactions are between a site i and its neighbors

�
tj
�
j∈∂i

� Beware of double interactions (Ψi ,Ψj share both ti and tj)

� Standard trick: refactor with the dual factor graph

� variables

�
t (ij)i , t

(ij)
j

�
per edge (ij) (we may keep also single site vars

ti)

� interaction potential Qi involving variables in all edges of i:

Qi
�
ti ,
��

t (ik)i , t (ik)k

��
k∈∂i

�
= δ

�
ti , f
��

t (ik)k

����

k∈∂i

δ
�
t (ik)i , ti

�

φi (ti) = e−µiδ(ti ,0)−�iδ(ti ,∞)

P (t) ∝
�

i

Qi (ti)
�

i

φi (ti)
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Beware of double interactions (Ψi , Ψj share both ti and tj)



Dual factor graph

Hi� (ti , t�) ∝ φi (ti)
�

{tk ,k∈∂i\�}
Ψi (ti)

�

k∈∂i\�
Hki (tk , ti)

� Messages can be simplified to carry only 3T real numbers

instead of T2

Les Houches, Feb 2012
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Spread Problems

� Direct:

� Given an initial condition (e.g. seed density), compute observables

on the final state (e.g. final density)

� Inverse:

� Find an initial state (e.g. minimal configuration of seeds) that

produces some desired final state (e.g. all active)

� Study large deviations

� Minimize both the cost of seeds and and the cost of inactive sites

E (t) =
�

i

Ei (ti) =
�

i

εiδ (ti ,∞) + µiδ (ti ,0)

Les Houches, Feb 2012
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BP Equations

mij(ti , tj) =



�

{tk , k∈∂i\j}

�
k∈∂i\j mki(tk , ti) − µi ti = 0

�

{tk , k∈∂i\j} s.t:�
�∈∂i w�i [t�<d−1]<θi

�
k∈∂i\j mki(tk , ti) − �i ti = T

�

{tk , k∈∂i\j} s.t:�
�∈∂i w�i [t�≤ti−1]≥θi ,�
�∈∂i w�i [t�<ti−1]<θi

�
k∈∂i\j mki(tk , ti) else
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MS Equations

For Hij

�
ti , tj
�
= limβ→∞ 1

β log mij

�
ti , tj
�
, e.g. for µi = βµ�i , �i = β�

�
i

Hij(ti , tj) =



max
{tk , k∈∂i\j}

�
k∈k∈∂i\j Hki(tk ,0) − µ�i ti = 0

max
{tk , k∈∂i\j} s.t:�

�∈∂i w�i [t�<d−1]<θi

�
k∈∂i\j Hki(tk , ti) − ��i ti = T

max
{tk , k∈∂i\j} s.t:�

�∈∂i w�i [t�≤ti−1]≥θi ,�
�∈∂i w�i [t�<ti−1]<θi

�
k∈∂i\j Hki(tk , ti) else
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Computable equations for K ,Θ,T >> 1
Consider the case 0 < ti < T :

mij(ti , tj) =
�

{tk , k∈∂i\j} s.t:�
k∈∂i wki [tk≤ti−1]≥θi ,�
k∈∂i wki [tk<ti−1]<θi

�

k∈∂i\j
mki(tk , ti)

This quantity can obviously be computed efficiently in terms of

Qij (θ1,θ2, ti) =
�

{tk , k∈∂i\j} s.t:�
k∈i\j wki [tk≤ti−1]=θ1�
k∈i\j wki [tk<ti−1]=θ2

�

k∈∂i\j
mki (tk , ti)

For fixed i, this is the distribution of
�

k∈i\j (xk , yk ) where

Pk (xk , yk ) =
�

tk

δ (xk ,wki [tk < ti − 1]) δ (yk ,wki [tk ≤ ti − 1])mki (tk , ti)

i.e. a convolution Pk1
∗ Pk2

∗ · · ·PkK−1
(can be computed naively in time

O

�
KTΘ4

�
or in time O

�
KTΘ2 log (Θ)

�
by using FFT).

The max-sum case remains O

�
KTΘ4

�
though (but more on this later!)
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Directed times, two level optimization

� An alternative model is with directed (cavity) times, tij (time of
activation of i in absence of j).

� Two-level optimization

� When � = 0, Pij
�
tij , tji
�
= Pij

�
tij
�
, and this becomes equivalent to

the formulation in [Otha&Sasa EPL2010].

� Positive � correlates tij and tji .

Les Houches, Feb 2012
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Some results for random regular graphs

On RRG of degree K , one may assume a single link representation in
the limit N →∞:

H (s, t) ∝
�

n0+n++n−=K−1
n−<θ− [s<t−1]
θ− [s≤t−1]≤n0+n−

(K − 1)!
n0!n−!n+!

p
K−1−n−−n0
t

m
n−
t

H (t − 1, t)n0

H (0, s) ∝ e
−βµ

p
K−1
0

H (∞, s) ∝ e
−β�

�

n−≤θ−1− [s<T ]

�
K − 1

n−

�
(H (T ,∞) + H (∞,∞))K−1−n−

m
n−∞

with cumulative messages pt =
�

s≥tH (s, t) mt =
�

s<t−1 H (s, t)

Les Houches, Feb 2012

(next talk on random graphs  by Luca Dall’Asta)



Activation transitions

θ = 2,K = 3 continuous transition for ε = 0, discontinuous for e.g.

ε = 0.5 (optimization-induced discontinuity)

θ = 2,K = 4 discontinuous transition. No room for optimization?

Les Houches, Feb 2012
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Other methods
� Simulated annealing: good in some cases, much slower in large

instances

K = 5,θ = 4,∆ρ0 = ρSA
0 /ρ

MS
0 − 1

� LP relaxation / CPLEX : seems unfeasible even for small sizes
(N~100).

� Each SA run with M = 105,N = 1000 was around 73 hours. (MS
= 10m, linear in N)

� Greedy: fast but typically around 25% worse

Les Houches, Feb 2012



Applications

� Viral marketing / influence optimization

� e-pinions (405740 directed edges, 75879 vertices)

� With θi =
� |∂i|

2

�
+ 1, you can activate 50% with 1100 seeds

� twitter, facebook (huge! more than 108 vertices, 1010 edges but

good data hard to get)

� Default cascades in finance (or how to block them cheaply)

� Analysis of signaling cascades in cells

� Not many alternatives for global optimization. Note that even

Brandes’ inbetweeness centrality algorithm is |E | · |V | (compared

with |E |TΘ2 (per iteration) of BP/MS)

Les Houches, Feb 2012
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Stochastic model: independent cascade dynamics
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SPREAD MAXIMISATION FOR THE STOCHASTIC LINEAR THRESHOLD MODEL

MAYBE IN THE FUTURE...

We now consider a stochastic variant of the problem discussed in the previous section: we suppose that the thresholds

θi are not known parameters but rather indepenent stochastic variables with a known distribution P ({θi, i ∈ V }) =�
i∈V Pi(θi), and we want to find the set of seeds which maximises the expected number of active nodes in the final
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x
τ
j =

�
1 if x

τ−1
j = 1

tij otherwise
(∀i ∈ A(τ − 1), ∀j ∈ ∂i : xτ−1

j = 0). (30)

The dynamics is irreversible, and we denote by T the value of τ at which the stationary state is reached. We define

the energy of the trajectory generated by the initial condition x
0 = {x0

i , i ∈ V } under the transmission parameters

t = {tij , (ij) ∈ E} as

E(x0
, t) = µ
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i

cix
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i −
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x
T
i (x

0
, t). (31)

The spread maximisation problem for the independent cascade model consists in finding the set of seeds that minimises

the expected value (under the distribution of the t) of the energy:

x̄
0
= argmin

x0
t E(x0

, t). (32)

Two-stage stochastic optimization formulation

This problem can be considered as a two-stage stochastic optimization problem: in the first stage the seeds are

selected, then the transmission parameters are extracted, and in the second stage the dynamics is solved for τ > 0 in
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The dynamics is irreversible, and we denote by T the value of τ at which the stationary state is reached. We define
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The spread maximisation problem for the independent cascade model consists in finding the set of seeds that minimises

the expected value (under the distribution of the t) of the energy:

x̄
0
= argmin

x0
t E(x0

, t). (32)

Two-stage stochastic optimization formulation

This problem can be considered as a two-stage stochastic optimization problem: in the first stage the seeds are

selected, then the transmission parameters are extracted, and in the second stage the dynamics is solved for τ > 0 in

two-stage stochastic optimization problem  

(solvable efficiently with  Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 190601 (2011) &  JSTAT P11009 (2011) )

stage 1: t=0,  seeds extracted, stage 2: tij are drawn independently at random with pij



Blocking activation processes in the stochastic model
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where

Sij
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mik=1
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is the contribution from the configurations in which i is seed and

Nij

�
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is the contribution from the configurations in which i is not seed.
The first maximum is easily computed:

Sij

�
{hki, k ∈ ∂i \ j}

�
= 1− µci +

�

k∈∂i\j

max
mki

hki(mki, 1). (45)

The second maximum can be computed by convolution. In order to do this, we first notice that, thanks to the first
constraint in the maximisation, the energy term can be rewritten as

1− (1−mij)
�
1−mjipji

�
(46)

which is idependent of the variables over which the maximum is computed. Next, we introduce for an arbitrary
D ⊂ ∂i \ j

ND(S, T ) = max
{mki, k∈D} s.t.

S=
�

k∈D

�
1−mkipki
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hki

�
mki, 1−

T
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�
(47)

where T represents
�

k∈∂i

�
1−mkipki

�
, so that 0 ≤ T ≤ S ≤ 1. Then, for any disjoint D1 and D2

ND1∪D2(S, T ) = max
S1,S2:S1S2=S

ND1(S1, T ) +ND2(S2, T ) (48)

and in terms of which

Nij

�
{hki, k ∈ ∂i \ j}, (mij ,mji)

�
= 1− (1−mij)

�
1−mjipji

�
+N∂i\j

�
1−mij , (1−mij)[1−mjipji]

�
. (49)

SPREAD MINIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR THE INDEPENDENT CASCADE MODEL WITH
STOCHASTIC SEEDS

Problem definition

We now consider the same dynamics as before under the assumption that the seeds are extracted at random from
some known independent probability distributions pi ∈]0, 1[, with the possibility of “deactivating” some nodes (i.e.
setting to zero the probability that they are seeds) at a cost which depends on the node, with the objective of
minimizing the sum of the total cost and of the number of active nodes at the end of the propagation.

To represent this problem, we introduce a set of decision variables si ∈ {0, 1} with si = 1 representing the state in
which the node i can be a seed, and si = 0 representing the state in which node i cannot be a seed. We also introduce
a set of independent stochastic parameters ti ∈ {0, 1} with [ti = 1] = pi, the probability that node i is selected as a
seed (if it is not prevented from beeing seed by si). In terms of s and t the initial state of the dynamics is then

x0
i = siti. (50)

The energy function is now

E(s, t) = µ
�

i

(1− si)ci +
�

i

xT
i (s, t) (51)

where t = {ti, i ∈ V }∪{tij , (ij) ∈ E} represents all the stochastic parameters (i.e. both the seed and the transmission
parameters).
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is the contribution from the configurations in which i is not seed.
The first maximum is easily computed:
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SPREAD MINIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR THE INDEPENDENT CASCADE MODEL WITH
STOCHASTIC SEEDS

Problem definition

We now consider the same dynamics as before under the assumption that the seeds are extracted at random from
some known independent probability distributions pi ∈]0, 1[, with the possibility of “deactivating” some nodes (i.e.
setting to zero the probability that they are seeds) at a cost which depends on the node, with the objective of
minimizing the sum of the total cost and of the number of active nodes at the end of the propagation.

To represent this problem, we introduce a set of decision variables si ∈ {0, 1} with si = 1 representing the state in
which the node i can be a seed, and si = 0 representing the state in which node i cannot be a seed. We also introduce
a set of independent stochastic parameters ti ∈ {0, 1} with [ti = 1] = pi, the probability that node i is selected as a
seed (if it is not prevented from beeing seed by si). In terms of s and t the initial state of the dynamics is then

x0
i = siti. (50)

The energy function is now

E(s, t) = µ
�

i

(1− si)ci +
�

i

xT
i (s, t) (51)

where t = {ti, i ∈ V }∪{tij , (ij) ∈ E} represents all the stochastic parameters (i.e. both the seed and the transmission
parameters).
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minimize final activity

An irreversible process

� We will focus on a simple irreversible process called

Bootstrap problem

xt+1

i = max


xt

i ,



�

j∈∂i
wjixt

j ≥ θi





, t ≥ 0

� We assume θi ,wij ∈N0,xt
i ∈ {0,1}

� Non-decreasing xi =⇒ compact trajectory parametrization:

� xi = (0, . . . ,0,1, . . . )−→ti = min

�
t : xt

i = 1

�
“activation time”

� {0,1}T −→ {0,1, . . . ,T − 1,∞}
� 2T−→T + 1
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(random background at t=0)

5

and (6), (14) and (21) become:

H̃i→j(ti,σ) =






�

k∈∂i\j

�
max
tk

H̃k→i

�
tk, σ̂(tk, 0)

��
− (µ+ ci) if ti = 0 and σ = 2 (29a)

M(θi − wj→i, θi − wj→i, ti) if 1 < ti < d and σ = 0 (29b)

M(θi − wj→i, θi, ti) if 0 < ti < d and σ = 1 (29c)

M(θi, θi, ti) if 0 < ti < d and σ = 2 (29d)

P (θi − wj→i)− 1 if ti = d and σ = 0 (29e)

P (θi)− 1 if ti = d and σ > 0 (29f)

−∞ otherwise (29g)

SPREAD MAXIMISATION FOR THE STOCHASTIC LINEAR THRESHOLD MODEL

MAYBE IN THE FUTURE...

We now consider a stochastic variant of the problem discussed in the previous section: we suppose that the thresholds

θi are not known parameters but rather indepenent stochastic variables with a known distribution P ({θi, i ∈ V }) =�
i∈V Pi(θi), and we want to find the set of seeds which maximises the expected number of active nodes in the final

state (relative to P ({θi})).

SPREAD MAXIMISATION FOR THE INDEPENDENT CASCADE MODEL

Problem definition

The independent cascade model of spreading is a stochastic dynamical model defined over a graph G = (V,E) with

transmission probabilities pij ∈]0, 1[ associated to each edge (ij) ∈ E and with costs ci ∈ + associated to each node

i ∈ V . Each node i ∈ V can be in one of two states, represented by a variable xi ∈ {0, 1}, which we call active (xi = 1)

and inactive (xi = 0), and each edge (ij) ∈ E can be in one of two states, represented by a variable tij ∈ {0, 1},
which we call transmitting (tij = 1) and non transmitting (tij = 0). We consider a discrete time τ ∈ and we

call seeds the nodes that are active at τ = 0. Let us denote by A(τ) the set of nodes that become active at time τ ,
A(τ) = {i : (xτ−1

i = 0) ∧ (xτ
i = 1)}. Once the set of seeds A(0) is specified, the variables tij are extracted uniformly

at random with [tij = 1] = pij , and the dynamical process is defined as follows: at each time τ > 0, and for each

node i ∈ A(τ − 1), we consider the neighbors j of i that are inactive at time τ − 1 and activate them if tij = 1, i.e.

x
τ
j =

�
1 if x

τ−1
j = 1

tij otherwise
(∀i ∈ A(τ − 1), ∀j ∈ ∂i : xτ−1

j = 0). (30)

The dynamics is irreversible, and we denote by T the value of τ at which the stationary state is reached. We define

the energy of the trajectory generated by the initial condition x
0 = {x0

i , i ∈ V } under the transmission parameters

t = {tij , (ij) ∈ E} as

E(x0
, t) = µ

�

i

cix
0
i −

�

i

x
T
i (x

0
, t). (31)

The spread maximisation problem for the independent cascade model consists in finding the set of seeds that minimises

the expected value (under the distribution of the t) of the energy:

x̄
0
= argmin

x0
t E(x0

, t). (32)

Two-stage stochastic optimization formulation

This problem can be considered as a two-stage stochastic optimization problem: in the first stage the seeds are

selected, then the transmission parameters are extracted, and in the second stage the dynamics is solved for τ > 0 in

very interesting  connection with SIR model


